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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Former Satanist: “I Performed Satanic Rituals Inside Abortion Clinics”
<<Former Satanist wizard Zachary King converted to Christianity in 2008
In an interview with the Lepanto Institute, former Satanist Zachary King shared
about his 26-years in the occult and his involvement in ritual abortions. As
LifeNews previously reported, many Satanists believe abortion is sacred and
some participate in the procedures themselves. In fact, King explained that
participating in abortions is particularly important for
Satanists because it’s considered the best way to give an
offering to Satan.
He explained, “In Satanism, killing something or the death
of something is the the most effective way of getting your
spell accomplished. As far as trying to get Satan’s approval,
to give you something that you want, killing something is
the best way to go. Killing something is the ultimate offering
to Satan, and if you can kill an unborn, that is his ultimate
goal.”
King said that he joined a satanic coven when he was 14-yearsold and participated in his first abortion three months before his
15th birthday. He explained, “Just after I turned 14, the coven members came to me and
said that I was going to be involved in an abortion in about 9 months. There was a sex
party with all the male members between 12 and 15 and a female member over 18 and
her purpose was to get pregnant, and then she was going to have an abortion in 9
months.”
The abortion took place in a farmhouse and King said it was surprisingly cleaner
than many of the actual abortion facilities he visited later.
He described the experience like this: “There was a woman in stirrups about to have a
baby who was surrounded by 13 top members of our coven, which were all high priests
and priestesses. I was inside the circle with the woman and the abortion doctor. All the

adult members of my coven were there. There were several women kneeling on the
floor, swaying back and forth chanting ‘our body and ourselves’ over and over again. Off
to the side were several male members of our coven all chanting and praying.”
Apparently, King didn’t have to perform the actual abortion, he just had to insert the
scalpel and get blood on his hands. The former Satanist did admit that particular
abortion was the worst he had ever seen.
He said, “…The doctor reached in, ripped the baby out and threw it onto the floor
where these women were swaying. The women looked like they were possessed,
and when the doctor threw the baby out to them, they cannibalized the baby.”
Unbelievably, King went on to participate in 141 ritual abortions. He said that prior
to being a high wizard he only did five but after that he did significantly more. In
the interview, King also said that high profile abortion facilities drew members of the
occult because of the opportunity to perform ritual abortions.
Here’s more from the interview:
L.I. – How did you get invited to do satanic abortions at these [high profile
abortion facilities]? Did someone call you? How did that come about?
King – As the high wizard, you’re the go-to guy in the satanic coven, so most people
either call someone that they know in that coven or they’ll call because we did a lot of
work with the Illuminati as well, so they’ll call them. This is all, obviously people that
have to be in the know of these kinds of things, but you get invited to participate.
The World Church of Satan isn’t the only organization that does satanic sacrifices
in [these facilities]. There are other witchcraft organizations, such as wiccans,
who are really involved in committing abortions inside these [high profile
facilities]. You sometimes get invited to do the ritual abortion by the director of
the facility or some high-up administrator, or sometimes the doctor is a Satanist
and they’ll invite you to come in and participate in an abortion or they will want to
do a ceremony at the end of the day.
Now, at the end of the day, every day, satanic groups do like a Black Mass
service, usually around midnight, and it will be an extended service that will last
about 2 or 3 hours where they dedicate all the babies that were killed that day to
Satan. It doesn’t matter why women go in for the abortion, all the babies get
dedicated to Satan at the end of the day.
L.I. – What would happen when doing these ritual abortions? What general events
would take place during these rituals?
King – There are kids that come to these events, but they’re generally not in the
room when the abortion is taking place. They’re in a separate room and they have
contests to see which one of the kids can stay up until 3:00 am, and the kid that
can stay up that late gets a reward. The men who are not a part of the top 13 are
doing spells and chanting. They also are casting spells to protect them against
anyone who might be praying against them, like a Christian praying against them.
Also, whoever we have in our pocket for protection, so if we’ve paid off a sheriff’s
deputy or cop or something like that, then no one is investigating us at that time.
There are women chanting and swaying. The 13 members are surrounding the woman
about to have the abortion, and they are the ones conducting the actual magick spell. In
one instance, the one asking for the spell was the mayor of the town. He came to us
because he wanted to pass some ordinance for his town, and he had tried it two

or three times and it never went through. He had been a member of the coven for
quite some time. He had tried every legal avenue to get this thing through, and it
never worked, so he got somebody to agree to have an abortion and for it to
happen at our satanic coven and during a night where we could do the abortion
and do the spell at the same time.
Generally, in a small-town coven, which is what that was, everyone would show
up to the event. In a bigger place, like when I was a member of the World Church of
Satan, you would get the high wizard, the people who want their spell to take place
would be there. There would be the abortion doctor and his nurse. Many times, at
[high profile abortion facilities], there’s a whole lot of them because a lot of the
people that work at those places are witches or Satanists. So, you’ll get a lot of
the people there willing to participate in the satanic event.
Blood Rave to douse Amsterdam dancers in gallons of blood
Aug 20, 2015
<< Blood Rave (Picture: Facebook/Blood Rave)
The Netherlands will have its first ever “Blood Rave”
– a dance party where dancers are sprayed with 5
thousand liters of blood – in Amsterdam on
Halloween night.
The event has been posted on Facebook, but with no
specifics except for the date – October 31st – so far. A
total of 728 guests have indicated that they are going.
One of the organizers, who want to remain
anonymous due to the nature of the event, told the AD
that this is will be the first blood party in the world and the demand for it is high.
The Blood Rave is based on the opening sequence of the 1998 vampire movie Blade.
The opening shows a club full of dancing people suddenly sprayed with blood. The
organizers want to use the same elements to recreate this scene. “In real life it is just
more extreme.” one said to the newspaper. In terms of attendees, they expect
somewhat “freaky” people in terms of personality.
Vampire Goths and other witches and goths and satanic worshipers of Satan will
be in a club in Amsterdam having a "Blood Rave" on Halloween Night
Play to 6:17: https://youtu.be/lPscuAZxFKo?t=1m41s
++ Halloween, Human Sacrifice, Stonehenge and the Wicker Man
Sermon Overview: In this teaching we will be taking an extensive,
shocking look at virtually all the Halloween traditions modern day
humanity currently embraces. Halloween is not just innocent
entertainment, its symbols and practices breathe new life into the
dark rituals and symbols of past civilizations. Satan's main
strategy has always been to tempt people to love what God hates,
Dr. Scott
prompt them to pursue his enticing path, and deceive them into
Johnson
thinking that his 'new' way is as good. Since his strategies don't
change, God's warning in Proverbs 14:12 is as relevant now as it
was in King Solomon's days. Most people follow the masses, and

the masses follow the media, especially when it promotes thrills
and adventures that feed the lust for forbidden thrills. The occult
has always focused on gory images of violence, death and
destruction. We see it in today's media, music, and movies. As
people become desensitized to occult violence and horror, the
images in popular entertainment grow increasingly and
indescribably evil. Yet, this is old news. Thousands of years ago,
God warned us, 'All those who hate Me love death.' (Proverbs
8:36)
Listen:
Halloween, Human Sacrifice, Stonehenge and the Wicker Man-Part 1
October 21st, 2007 |
Halloween, Human Sacrifice, Stonehenge and the Wicker Man-Part 2
The Black Awakening & Taking the Offensive-Part 1 October 4th, 2009 |
The Black Awakening & Taking the Offensive-Part 2
In this teaching we will be learning about the coming “Black Awakening” of
demonically possessed, mind controlled “Satanic Super Soldiers”/”Chosen
Ones” who are highly adept in the black arts/witchcraft and take their religion
very, very seriously. They will be “triggered” at some future date to bring about
as much havoc and chaos as possible to usher in the reign of the Antichrist/New
World Order. This is also the motto of the 33rd Freemason which is “Order out of
Chaos” with a double headed eagle as its symbol. More importantly we will be
discussing the spiritual weapons of a Christian’s warfare against this
wickedness.
Vampires of New York City: BBQ Films and Deacon Frost invite you to an epic
blood rave.
This is no ordinary gathering. As the ancient prophecy foretold, you will party with
the spirits of the 12 vampire houses and awaken the legendary La Magra, the
Blood God. The time has come. Vampires have lived among humans long
enough. This October, come celebrate the future for all vampires and our rightful
place atop the food chain!
Spread the word. Sharpen your fangs. And plan to wear something that you don’t
mind getting a little…bloody.
What: Blade Rave
When: Friday, October 9, Doors Open at 7:30pm
Where: Terminal 5, 610 W 56th St, New York, NY
Why: IT’S OUR TIME.
Ticket Details
A portion of proceeds will go to charity (TBA in advance of the event).
All ticket levels will bring you into the world of BLADE, with the immersive
cinematic detail that guests have come to expect from BBQ Films. Together, we
raise the Blood God.
Early Bite Tickets: SOLD OUT
VAMPIRES & FAMILIARS: $56

PUREBLOODS: $108
All tickets include a screening of the film, live music and performances, and a limitededition event poster, with more to be announced closer to the event date. Purebloods
get the special treatment they deserve as centuries-old royalty, including access to
special areas, unique performances, and special one-of-a-kind gifts.
MUST BE 21 OR OLDER (WITH ID) TO ATTEND.
Get Tickets
JUST ANNOUCNED: The Crystal Method will be headlining the BLADE RAVE!
Goddess Kali, Hindu God Of Death And Destruction Projected On Empire State
Building
Geoffrey Grider | August 10, 2015 |
Is the Illuminati sending us a
message of coming events?
“And Jacob called unto his sons, and
said, Gather yourselves together,
that I may tell you that which shall
befall you in the last days.” Genesis
49:1 (KJV)
The Times of India reports today that
“In a breathtaking spectacle,
Goddess Kali was projected on
the Empire State Building in New
York.” For those of you not
familiar with the Goddess Kali, she is the Hindu god of death and destruction.
The name of Kali means black, time, death, lord of death; she is therefore called
the Goddess of Time, Change, Power, and Destruction. She is known as the
“Black One”, or the “Dark One”. We wonder if perhaps this is not an Illuminati
message of coming events soon to take place?
-----Original Message----From: craig
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2015
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] Listener Comments Regarding New York City
I was amused by your brief excursion through the NYC metropolitan region. What you
experienced was a good day, according to commuter standards. I have driven through
here, taken the trains and buses and walked. Travelling by train from New Jersey to
Connecticut is probably the worst anyone could ever go through. It's a four hour trip
and 30 dollars one way, you have to transfer three places and each transfer point
involves going up and down stairs, fighting(and I do mean fighting) your way
through angry belligerent people, hoping to get to your train on time, because they
frequently change platforms or cancel trains or breakdowns. The worst are the people
with backpacks or those wheeled suitcases, which they use as weapons to knock
you down or cut you off.. People whack you from the back or walk right into you

if they are approaching and then give you an angry stare as if to say 'Why do you
even exist'
Walking the streets of New York can be just as evil and disastrous.. Angry drivers,
bicycle riders going down a one-way street the wrong way and knocking people
down, crowds and crowds of people who won't let you pass, and those creepy
people with like ten dogs on leashes all over the sidewalk.
I've literally had nightmares of being trapped in New York, with all these strange
vampire-like people staring at me and running me down.
Thank God I live now up in Connecticut and don't commute anymore. Those
nightmares are gone and my stressful life is no more. Craig
---------------------------------Craig: Wow!! Yes I had heard about the horror stories but I finally got to
experience a little sampling of the hell that is NYC. After this hellish ordeal I
ordered a gross of:
tee shirts and will be passing them out to everyone I
know.
Yes that was the most evil driving experience I have ever went through & God
help any Christians that would have to live in or near that place.
God bless you! Scott
From: Patricia
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015
Hi Dr Scott, Just wanted to tell you that I agree wholeheartedly with you about the
NY area...We live about 50 miles north of the city, and it is definitely spilling out
into our bedroom community. It is a Lake community and we have lived here
practically our whole lives, but you can see some things happening and it makes
me nervous....
Anyhow, I was listening to your current events and Jon, my husband, went out to
Montauk for a fishing trip and left yesterday around 3....It usually takes 3 hours and
maybe 10 minutes to get out there. It took over 4 hours and the road was filled with
maniacs! talk about road rage!!! He called me at one point because some woman
in a beemer almost wiped him out on the Hutch!....thinking of the timing...I am
pretty sure that was when I was praying for him... I think NY is incredibly evil...in
and around it...I hate driving past the city. It is always extremely stressful . I think
there is a lot of demon possession around there....
From: Matthew
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2015
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] The Baphomet Statue in Detroit
About that Baphomet statue unveiling in Detroit. I live in Detroit, and shortly after the
event, I spotted a ton of glowing orbs just floating around the sky on my way to
work 10:00 at night. This is the first time I've ever seen anything called a UFO, and
it was the weirdest thing I've ever seen. They certainly were not choppers because
there were no strobing lights and because of the totally abnormal way they moved. It
looked more like the scene from the movie Signs with the glowing orbs over the city. I
don't have footage, just thought I'd let you know.

From: James
Subject: Re: Bigfoot
There has been a lot of people seeing these bigfoot creatures near UFOs. I watched a
Les Stroud survivor man series he did on bigfoot. He was on top of this mountain in
Canada and he had strange experiences. He saw big huge strange lights like a ufo. He
also started seeing orbs. He then at night had strange dreams and felt like he could not
move like something was pressing down on his chest. There is alot of crazy stuff going
on. It is only going to get much worse sense the land is getting more and more defiled.
America is more and more transforming into the God the leaders worship. I know
you know this that there is a many symbols in Washington DC. The one symbol I
think of is the pentagram and the bottom point that represents baphomet, rests on the
White House. Now since gay marriage has been legalized you are hearing more and
more that these statues are being raised up in America. This Baphomet figure is a
statue with male and female parts. I find it interesting that the genders are being
merged like never before in this country.
People in this country that do not have a firm foundation in the KJV and a good
understanding of the spiritual realm & the Nephilim; are not going to make it. I
have had people tell me that I am a nut. Oh well we will see.. God bless James
From: Heath
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ] Missing People/Children in National Parks
…something that needs to get out to the general public. With your website and followers
it could really save lives. There had been a rash of missing people that's basically being
covered up by our govt (Imagine that"? David Paulides book "Missing 411" pretty
much covers the many missing people in the North American wilds. Comment: Yes I
have put out links to his work and mentioned this in online teachings. Two recent
cases one out of Idaho and Nevada. These kids were literally snatched right out from
under parental or grandparents supervision? I don't have to tell you it could be the
Genesis 6 giants of old aka "Sasquatch" or Alien Abductions? Either way Evil is making
a huge final stand. Not to mention devastating unsuspecting families! I'm not sure if
you did a show on this subject recently, I didn't take the time to search your
archives. I figured a new more recent show would resonate better then a old past
show! People who are enjoying the great weather outdoors with kids and family
members are potentially so vulnerable. It sickens me to my stomach when I see these
people being taking never to be found by some sick, evil entity? The native Indians
talk about Sasquatch as being cannibals. Just like in Noah's day I think they're
making resurgence?
++ Vatican Vault Spilled! Pope to Announce Church Preparations For Alien
Contact Former Chief Council For Jesuit Order Shares All
We already know about Pope Francis opening admitting he would baptize an alien
entity, but now he has taken it one step further and rumors are abounding across
the internet that the Vatican is about to disclose their preparations for Alien
contact in 2015. But is that just a rumor? Or is there some truth behind it? According to

Daniel P. Sheehan—a Harvard College Government and Foreign Policy Scholar as well
as the former U.S. chief councilmen for the Jesuit Order— says this very well might be
the case.
At a Ufology conference dubbed Contact in the Desert held at Joshua Tree,
California, May 29-31, 2015, Daniel Sheehan was one of the main speakers. At the
conference Sheehan talked about Pope Francis avoidance of such an announcement
because of the repercussions it would cause. According to Neon Nettle he stated the
following:
“Pope Francis wants to position the Catholic church and the Jesuit order to
be able to accept major shift in human consciousness a result of Alien
existence as well as the evolution of a 6th faculty of human consciousness.
The 6th faculty will constitute a new form of religion and contact between
humans and advanced telepathic aliens.
“So in a nutshell? Well, from what Sheehan had just described, it looks like the
largest single religious denomination on Earth is now mobilizing for the
disclosure of E.T’s.”
Below is the video clip found on the conferences website, where Sheehan admits
that the Catholic Church is readying themselves for the unveiling of alien contact.
Not only that but he speaks about the New World Order and the elite ruling
society running things from behind the scenes and keeping us in the dark:
Play to 2:51: https://youtu.be/PQRta8jb3mw
http://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2015/06/pope-to-announce-church-preparations-foralien-contact-june-2015-former-chief-council-for-jesuit-order-shares-all-2469562.html
Vatican linked to United Nations video
on integrating extraterrestrial life
On August 10, the United Nations
Children Fund (UNICEF) released a
video showing an extraterrestrial child
being integrated into a normal human
classroom. The video shows the child
initially being mocked, and then accepted
after he uses advanced psychic abilities to levitate actors in a school play. The video
was released (beta tested) in Chile, and has to date generated over seven million views.
What earlier alternative media coverage of the video missed is the Vatican’s
involvement through an organization founded by Pope Francis, which is
sponsoring the UNICEF attempt to change the way children are educated. This
suggests a direct link between the Vatican and a secret United Nations effort to
integrate extraterrestrial life into human society.
Upon the video’s release on Facebook, UNICEF Chile announced: “Knowing someone
else is a great opportunity to live valuable experiences. Say yes to integration!”
While UNICEF is depicting the video as an effort to have children accept those who are
physically different to them, to reduce incidents of violence, the video’s use of an alien
starchild suggests a far more compelling explanation. The real purpose is to
prepare humanity to openly welcome and integrate extraterrestrial life.

An agreement signed in Rome on April 21, 2015 by Pope Francis began a five year
period of collaboration between the Vatican created organization “Scholas
Occurrentes” and UNICEF:
Scholas and UNICEF will initially cooperate in a series of joint activities worldwide…
The alien child video is explicitly aimed at “bringing an end to violence and promoting
the connectedness of all young people,”. This is evidence of a direct link between
the Vatican and the UNICEF alien video. It is therefore reasonable to conclude
that the Vatican is secretly part of the United Nations initiative to prepare
humanity to welcome and even integrate extraterrestrial visitors.
Play to 1:47: UNICEF’s extraterrestrial alien diversity propaganda
This is not that great a surprise. Pope Francis and Vatican astronomers have
previously referred to extraterrestrials as capable of being baptized, and accepted
as ‘brothers in Christ’. In May, 2014, the Pope said he would baptize Martians if
they asked. Months later, in September, Vatican astronomer Guy Consolmagno (a
Jesuit like Pope Francis), gave an address at a symposium sponsored by NASA and
the Library of Congress, where he discussed baptism of extraterrestrial life.
Shortly after, on Oct 27, 2014, Pope Francis released a statement where he referred
to “beings of the universe” (extraterrestrials) as a major part of God’s
evolutionary plan:
He created beings and allowed them to develop according to the internal laws
that he gave to each one, so that they were able to develop and to arrive and their
fullness of being. He gave autonomy to the beings of the universe at the same
time at which he assured them of his continuous presence, giving being to every
reality. And so creation continued for centuries and centuries, millennia and
millennia, until it became which we know today, precisely because God is not a
demiurge or a magician, but the creator who gives being to all things.
If it was further disclosed that extraterrestrials have historically played an
important role in humanity’s evolution, then a strong theological justification has
been established for integrating them into human society.
Finally, what is important to keep in mind is Pope Francis’ upcoming visit to the
United Nations headquarters in New York on September 25 to address the
General Assembly. The August 10 release of the alien child video raises the
possibility that the Pope will raise the extraterrestrial issue during his United
Nations speech. Prior to the Pope’s speech, he will meet with President Obama
on September 23, and address a joint session of the United States Congress the
next day. All these events coincide with a prediction concerning cosmic energies
peaking on September 23, which is also the vernal equinox, and leading to major
global changes.
It is very possible that a major Papal speech concerning extraterrestrial life is
being coordinated at the highest levels between leaders at the United Nations and
the United States. Regardless of what the Pope chooses to disclose during his
upcoming U.S. tour, it is very significant that he is linked to a secret United
Nations effort to educate humanity on the importance of welcoming and
integrating extraterrestrial life into human society.

Full ET disclosure plan involves document dumps & whistleblowers coming
forward
by Dr Michael Salla on June 16, 2015
A secret space program whistleblower
Corey Goode has revealed (in detail)
the goal of an alliance of secret space
programs concerning disclosure of
extraterrestrial life and technology.
Goode describes the goal as a “full
disclosure event’ involving massive
document dumps on a scale that
overwhelms the corporate run media’s
ability to spin and limit disclosure
efforts to protect elite individuals being exposed for crimes against humanity.
Goode appeals to other whistleblowers to come forward, as he has, to reveal their
knowledge of secret space programs.
From June 5-9, Goode attended a series of three meetings between different factions
and alliances concerning how much to disclose about the truth of extraterrestrial
visitors and secret space programs using advanced technologies. During his June
9 meeting with human elites he describes as the “Committee of 200” and others, an
offer was made for a “controlled disclosure”.
In his June 15 response to one of these questions, he explained the goal:
A full disclosure event would consist of a major data dump on the Internet with
many hundreds of thousands of document, audio and video files on multiple
mirrored sites for everyone to have access to. There would be a collapse of the
corporate media machine and a 24/7 television and radio education campaign
would be initiated. Not all channels and stations would be co-opted so people are not
overwhelmed and could “tune out” as they needed to due to the stress.
He then explains what a “partial” or “controlled disclosure” event, such as the November
2015 offer by the Committee of 200, would entail:
If a person or group go public and reveal the existence of ET visitation and some
advanced technologies, but not technologies that would collapse a “New Financial
System” or reveal the crimes against humanity that have been perpetrated by the
“Human Elite” and certain “Off World Groups” then you have not been told the whole
truth.
That would be a partial disclosure where the narrative has been controlled by a
group preserving their power and avoiding the release of their crimes. The
majority of the world would be shocked by this information alone and it would
occupy their imaginations for some time. Very few at that current moment would
realize that this was just another deception.
Goode then went on to appeal to other whistleblowers to come forward:
That is why some of us are disclosing what we are now so that other whistle blowers will
come forward when they see it is safe to do so.
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
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 Preparation for the Alien / UFO Deception in High Gear
 Vatican Easing Humanity Toward Alien Disclosure?
 The UFO – Alien Phenomenon: The Next Great Challenge for the Church?
Click Here to Play the Audio
PDF: Imminent E.T. Disclosure & World Government
Vatican Easing Humanity Toward Alien Disclosure?-Part 1 May 25th, 2008
Vatican Easing Humanity Toward Alien Disclosure?-Part 2
Vatican Easing Humanity Toward Alien Disclosure?-Part 3
Table of Contents: Vatican chief astronomer Father Jose Funes made news by
saying ‘Just as we consider earthly creatures as ‘a brother,’ and ‘sister,’ why
should we not talk about an ‘extraterrestrial brother’?’. The statements by Funes
are the latest in a string of recent comments by Vatican astronomers confirming a
belief that discovery may be made in the near future of alien life. In asking
whether little green men might be guilty of original sin, the Catholic theologian
said he was sure that, if aliens needed redemption, they “in some way, would
have the chance to enjoy God’s mercy.” Vatican astronomer, Guy Consolmagno
was more explicit: there’s no problem in getting the Son of God to every planet
with ETs because, as Christians accept every Sunday during the Holy Eucharist,
“Christ is truly, physically present in a million places, and sacrificed a million
times, every day at every sacrifice of the Mass.” Consolmagno tackled this
subject in a 50-page booklet, Intelligent Life in the Universe.
Approximately 7 years ago Monsignor Corrado Balducci made similar news when
he said ETs were actually already interacting with earth and that some of the
Vatican’s leaders were aware of it. Before his death in 1999, maverick Catholic
theologian Father Malachi Martin hinted at such information more than once.

Some perceive this as a careful doctrinal unveiling over the last 24 months & a
deliberate effort by church officials to ‘warm-up’ the laity to ET Disclosure.
There is no doubt we are in a threshold of deception. Even the Catholic Church is
in on this deception as it prepares the world for Alien Disclosure. Why is the
Catholic Church pushing the idea of Aliens from another planet? The Nephilim
are poised to return.
We will also be looking at a Cutting Edge article entitled: Holographic Technology
Takes Huge Leap Upward! Staging the Antichrist.
Satan’s Agenda for Disclosure – First Contact – Part 1 August 23rd, 2011
Satan’s Agenda for Disclosure – First Contact – Part 2
Satan’s Agenda for Disclosure – First Contact – Part 3
Satan’s Agenda for Disclosure – First Contact – Part 4
Satan’s Agenda for Disclosure – First Contact – Part 5
Satan’s Agenda for Disclosure – First Contact – Part 6
Black Portal & Alien Cube UFO Over Texas? Witness Breaks Silence! (Video &
Photos)
To watch: https://youtu.be/o-PaHI10hXE
To watch: https://youtu.be/TPquewvNAE4
secureteam10
Special thanks to Amber, who is one of two sources to get images of this thing, and
thankfully get it in to us. Even with all of the data we've been able to gather on this
sighting, there have been attacks on our footage, from questionable sources, to say the
least. One thing's for sure, there are some who are very worried about this footage
being public, and they are fighting with all they can muster to discredit it.
anno636 Well if it is real I recon we are in real trouble as that thing appears to be some
kind of scout ship and if it is and considering it came from a wormhole or vortex its come
from anywhere it could be a precursor to an alien attack
William Ter Burgh Wow...mind blowing is a pretty apt title for this one. The craft
reminds of a Borg Cube - for all the Star Trek fans out there.
Beth Monkey I have lived in El Paso for the past 30 years, and I can say for a fact
that this happened. I witnessed it while in my car driving on the 375 loop,
although it was somewhat covered by the clouds. Thankfully some people caught
it on camera because I really wanted to know more about what I was seeing...
Thanks guys for reporting on this.
Sean Mitchell Can this be a blue beam project? Test of some sorts? Looks way too
dense for that to me, but just wanted your input.
This is one of the most compelling videos ever and at a time when everyone's asking
why the military buildup and missile to air defense systems strategically placed all over
the world by all nations. And of course the huge order of mobile morgues just purchased
by the military.
https://twitter.com/SecureTeam10
[LOSS FOR WORDS] Alien Ship Caught Sending Scouts Over Florida - Must See!
7/18/2015

Information on the government cover-up and alien activity caught on tape.
Disclosure is coming!
To watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5vQ4e5DyYE
MASS SIGHTING! UFO Fleet Over Columbus Ohio! Military Formations? 8/17/2015
by secureteam10
To watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWFipOwPdKk
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:
Preparation for the Alien / UFO Deception in High Gear–Part 1 July 18th, 2011
Preparation for the Alien / UFO Deception in High Gear–Part 2
Preparation for the Alien / UFO Deception in High Gear–Part 3
Preparation for the Alien / UFO Deception in High Gear–Part 4
PDF–Preparation of the Alien UFO Deception–Parts 1-4
Various UFO Quotes
“A large part of the available UFO literature is closely linked with mysticism and
the metaphysical. It deals with subjects like mental telepathy, automatic writing
and invisible entities as well as phenomena like poltergeist [ghost] manifestation
and ‘possession.’ Many of the UFO reports now being published in the popular
press recount alleged incidents that are strikingly similar to demonic possession
and psychic phenomena.” – Lynn E. Catoe, UFOs and Related Subjects: USGPO,
1969; prepared under AFOSR Project Order 67-0002 and 68-0003
“UFO behaviour is more akin to magic than to physics as we know it… the
modern UFOnauts and the demons of past days are probably identical.” -Dr.
Pierre Guerin, FSR Vol. 25, No. 1, p. 13-14
“Studies of flying saucer cults repeatedly show that they are part of a larger
occult social world.” -Stupple & McNeece, 1979 MUFON UFO Symposium
Proceedings, p. 49
“The UFO manifestations seem to be, by and large, merely minor variations of the
age-old demonological phenomenon…” – John A. Keel, UFOs: Operation Trojan
Horse, p. 299
-----Original Message----From: James
Subject: [Contending for Truth: ]
nephilim
Listener Comment: People
especially pastors need to stop
resisting the overwhelming evidence
of the Nephilim. I had to send this to
you. It is very interesting.
http://www.siriusdisclosure.com/evid
ence/atacama-humanoid/
People need to stop believing in that Sons of Seth theory. These things are
hybrids. Just like in the Old Testament there was different types of giants. There

are different types of Nephilim today. American Christians just refuse to realize
this truth. They also refuse to realize the spiritual realm. It is very sad.
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
Nephilim, Sons of God, Fallen Angels, Demons, Evil Spirits, Tartaros, Sons of
Seth, Daughters of Cain, Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin,
Warning & Bible Study–Part 1 September 5th, 2011 |
Nephilim, Sons of God, Fallen Angels, Demons, Evil Spirits, Tartaros, Sons of
Seth, Daughters of Cain, Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin,
Warning & Bible Study–Part 2
Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens, UFO’s, Nephilim, Grenada Treaty-Part 1 July 20th,
2008 |
Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens, UFO’s, Nephilim, Grenada Treaty-Part 2
Matthew 24:38 & Luke 17:26 say: “And as it was in the days of Noe (or Noah), so
shall it be also in the days of the Son of man.’. What is the significance of this
statement and how does it relate to the Nephilim, UFO and/or Alien Agenda? The
flood epic of Genesis 6 begins with a strange account of the ‘sons of God’ (or
angels in the Old Testament), taking human wives. Gen 6:4: “There were giants in
the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto
the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty
men which were of old, men of renown.” Jude describes them as ‘angels, having
left their first estate’. These fallen angels came to earth for their own purposes &
to corrupt the seed of humanity and ultimately destroy the human civilization so
as to negate the Biblical statement made below by God himself. Genesis 3:14-15:
‘And the LORD God said unto the serpent, Because thou hast done this, thou art
cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field; upon thy belly shalt
thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life: And I will put enmity
between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise
thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.’
UFO’s, Aliens, Fallen Angels, Nephilim & The Days of Noah August 19th, 2007 |
The Return of The Nephilim: Hollywood Preparing the Way August 6th, 2006 |
In this teaching we will be looking at two TV shows that debuted in the summer of
2006 on “ABC Family” and are scheduled for their second season very soon. The
first show was entitled “The Fallen”. Unbelievably this show is the poster boy for
promoting fallen angels and their offspring with humans, which is described in
Genesis 6 (Noah’s days) as “giants”, “mighty men which were of old, men of
renown”.. Matt. 24:37: “But as the days of Noe (Noah) were, so shall also the
coming of the Son of man be.” So are we as the human race being set up to
accept what the Bible clearly predicted would happen? We will look at how these
TV shows mingle truth with lies in order to deceive the masses. Remember the
Lord said He would send “Strong Delusion” in II Thes. 2:11. The second show we
will discuss is called “Kyle XY” which focuses on a teenage boy who was created
via genetic manipulation/cloning and has supernatural abilities and powers.

Subterranean Secrets Revealed–Underground Bases & the Nephilim–Part 1
July 28th, 2012 |
Subterranean Secrets Revealed–Underground Bases & the Nephilim–Part 2
NASA predicts imminent discovery of alien life: the hidden exopolitics agenda
Written by Dr Michael Salla on July 30,
2015.
On Tuesday, Dr. John Grunsfeld, head of
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate told
the House Science, Technology and
Space Committee that extraterrestrial life
is on the verge of being discovered. Was
his discovery prediction merely a pitch for
more funding based on recent scientific
discoveries, or is there a deeper
‘exopolitics’ agenda at play concerning
the imminent disclosure of extraterrestrial
life?
Grunsfeld told the House Committee:
Are we alone? Many, many people on planet Earth want to know…. We are on the
cusp of being able to answer that question.
NASA’s recent scientific discoveries and bold predictions by Grunsfeld and other NASA
officials lead to the conclusion that the public is being prepared for the imminent
discovery of extraterrestrial life.
Beginning in early March 2015, there was an alleged meeting on
the moon involving up to 70 private individuals along with about
120 officials representing different secret space programs and
national governments who heard plans about disclosing the
existence of extraterrestrial life. The meeting was addressed by
an 8ft tall extraterrestrial who belongs to an alien race called the
“Blue Avians” that is part of an alliance called the Sphere Being
Alliance.
<<Illustration of Blue Avian that appeared on stage in secret meeting
held on the moon in March 2015
The Sphere Being Alliance is allegedly intent on helping bring about
full disclosure of extraterrestrial life.
Two of the individuals that attended that secret moon meeting
have revealed themselves to varying extents. Corey Goode,
publicly revealed himself in early April. The second individual, a military officer
who uses the pseudonym Lt Col Gonzales, more recently allowed summaries of
two secret space program meetings he attended in June to be released. Goode’s
and Gonzales’ testimonies suggest that public officials at NASA, the European
Space Agency and other national space programs have been advised that plans
are advancing quickly behind the scenes to disclose to the general public the
truth about extraterrestrial life. In order to better prepare the world for the
psychological shock of discovering that extraterrestrial life is real and that

government institutions have been withholding this for decades, officials such as
Grunsfeld are very active in playing up the imminent nature of a discovery of
extraterrestrial life.
This agenda suggests that any NASA announcement about the discovery of
extraterrestrial life is preparation for further disclosures about when alien life was first
discovered, when it first made contact with humanity, and why this vital information was
kept secret from the public for decades.
http://exopolitics.org/nasa-predicts-imminent-discovery-of-alien-life-the-hiddenexopolitics-agenda/
Bible Verses About the Endtimes
I Chronicles 12:32: "And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had
understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them
were two hundred; and all their brethren were at their commandment." II
Thessalonians 2:1-12: ¶ "Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together unto him, That ye be not soon
shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as
from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. Let no man deceive you by any
means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, and
that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; Who opposeth and exalteth
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God
sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God.
Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these things? And now
ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time. For the mystery
of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken
out of the way. And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall
consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his
coming: Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and
signs and lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them
that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be
saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should
believe a lie: That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had
pleasure in unrighteousness.
Matthew 24:24: For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall
shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall
deceive the very elect.
Hebrews 12:24-29: And to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant, and to the
blood of sprinkling, that speaketh better things than that of Abel. See that ye
refuse not him that speaketh. For if they escaped not who refused him that spake
on earth, much more shall not we escape, if we turn away from him that speaketh
from heaven: Whose voice then shook the earth: but now he hath promised,
saying, Yet once more I shake not the earth only, but also heaven. And this word,
Yet once more, signifieth the removing of those things that are shaken, as of
things that are made, that those things which cannot be shaken may remain.
Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, let us have grace,

whereby we may serve God acceptably with reverence and godly fear: For our
God is a consuming fire.
Matthew 24:3-8: And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto
him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall be the
sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world? And Jesus answered and said
unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you. For many shall come in my name,
saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many. And ye shall hear of wars and
rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must come to
pass, but the end is not yet. For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes,
in divers places. All these are the beginning of sorrows.
++ Cosmic Disclosure: The Message for Humankind Season 1, Episode 1
Play to 32:10: http://www.gaiamtv.com/video/message-humankind#play/104861
++ Secret United Nations Space Program Preparing for Alien Invasion
Written by Dr Michael Salla on August
18, 2015.
A secret space program was created
for United Nations members states in
the early 1990s that had agreed to
cooperate for an alien invasion,
according to the latest startling
revelation by whistleblower, Corey
Goode. He discloses, in his newly
released Cosmic Disclosure Gaiam
TV interview, more details about the
United Nations space program, which he had earlier briefly discussed in an email
interview, as a NATO-type space program called the “Global Galactic League of
Nations.” Goode says that the origins of the secret UN space program can be dated to
the 1980s, with President Ronald Reagan’s statements concerning the need for global
cooperation to prepare for an alien threat.
Play to 14:02: http://www.gaiamtv.com/video/global-galactic-leaguenations#play/106546
http://exopolitics.org/secret-united-nations-space-program-preparing-for-alien-invasion/
Global elites offer to begin limited disclosure of extraterrestrial life & technology
in Nov 2015
Written by Dr Michael Salla on June 9, 2015--Corey Goode has just released a
bombshell of a report about a secret meeting he claims to have attended on Tuesday
morning with a group of approximately 200 elite leaders from around the world on the
issue of disclosing extraterrestrial life and technology.
In releasing his detailed report, Goode is continuing the process described by the
Sphere alliance to create a “Full Disclosure Event,” as opposed to the “limited
disclosure” proposed by the Committee of 200.

It is not coincidental that starting on June 11-14, the annual Bilderberg Group meeting is
being held in Telfs-Buchen, Austria; and features many financial, political and scientific
leaders from around the world. It’s highly likely that some or many of the Committee of
200 that Goode claims he witnessed at the Cathedral-like building commonly found in
Europe, may be attending this elite global conference. If so, they almost certainly will
communicate the recent developments concerning extraterrestrial life and secret space
programs, and recommend Bilderberg members prepare for major global reforms.
See Report: “Human Elite Attempt to Negotiate Cessation of SSP Alliance Disclosure in
Latest Conference
http://exopolitics.org/global-elites-to-begin-limited-disclosure-of-extraterrestriallife-technology-in-nov-2015/
Secret Space Program Conferences discuss full disclosure & humanity’s future
Written by Dr Michael Salla on June 11, 2015.
Secret space program whistleblower
Corey claims he has just completed
three diplomatic conferences with
representatives of different secret space
programs, human looking extraterrestrial
visitors and global elites. The purpose of
the conferences held from June 5-7 were
to find how each of these groups would respectively respond to the disclosures
soon to occur where humanity learns about the existence of extraterrestrial life
and secret space programs; and where a new global financial system replaces
the current exploitative one that leads to ‘financial slavery’ for many.
The issues discussed at the three diplomatic conferences Corey Goode claims he
attended from June 5-9 are astounding in their implications. If he has accurately
reported what occurred, then humanity is about to witness the most remarkable set
of disclosures about extraterrestrial life and secret space programs imaginable.
The scope of these programs, and the crimes committed in them, will lead to war
crimes that dwarf those conducted at Nuremberg, and will usher in enormous
global changes at a political, technological and economic levels.
While some cite lack of documents and hard evidence in support of Corey’s
claims as reason to dismiss them, my own investigations of the claims of
whistleblowers and extraterrestrial contactees suggest another approach. Carl
Sagan’s dictum “extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence” is not
sensible when it comes to the claims of whistleblowers and contactees simply
because their revelations typically involve national security topics that are highly
classified. This historically has made it illegal for evidence of these topics to be
publicly circulated, thereby making it almost impossible to confirm such claims.
A more appropriate research dictum to apply to Corey’s claims is “extraordinary claims
require an extraordinary investigation.” That requires keeping an open mind as we
analyze Corey’s claims; consider personal factors such as his sincerity, commitment
and consistency; circumstantial evidence; look for documentary and hard evidence,
interview supporting witnesses such as Lt Col Gonzales, and analyze any documents

that emerge that may be part of the promised massive document dump that Corey had
described as accompanying the “full disclosure event.”
http://exopolitics.org/secret-space-program-conferences-discuss-full-disclosurehumanitys-future/
Bio-technology hybrids open the door to extraterrestrial AI robots replacing
humanity
Written by Dr Michael Salla on June 7,
2015--Professor Martin Rees, the Royal
Astronomer and former head of the Royal
Society, made some startling statements
about robotics and the search for
extraterrestrial life. In comments published
in yesterday’s Daily Telegraph, he claimed
that it is far more likely that
extraterrestrials will be discovered to be
advanced robots rather than organic life
forms. Rees believes this is due to the
requirement for technological
enhancements to organic life forms in
order for interstellar space travel to occur. Rees claims are supported by Google
Director for Engineering, Ray Kurzweil, who recently said that by 2030 most
humans will have nanobots implanted in the brain to augment human intelligence
in order to access the cloud internet and perform other complex tasks.
Here’s what Rees said about the search for extraterrestrial intelligence:
I think it is quite likely that within a few centuries the overriding intelligence will be
machines because they will have an easier time spreading beyond the Earth
because they are not organic and most exploration will be by machines and not
humans…. If you were to detect a SETI (Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence) signal
it would be far more likely that it would be from a machine and not an organic creature.
Rees continued to say that he was not very optimistic about humanity’s long term
survival prospects, but far more so about AI robots:
There has been just a thin sliver of time when organic beings have existed and
billions of years after machines will take over, so they will be the future.
He believes that “cyber adaptions” (commonly referred to as “transhumanism” or “hybrid
humans”) where humans integrate technology for space colonization, will mark the start
of a post-human future dominated by human hybrids and eventually AI robots.
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
Transhumanism, DNA, Vaccinations, the Flu Epidemic and Proactive Health
Measures:1-13-13–Part 1
Transhumanism, DNA, Vaccinations, the Flu Epidemic and Proactive Health
Measures: 1-13-13–Part 2
Transhumanism, DNA, Vaccinations, the Flu Epidemic and Proactive Health
Measures:1-13-13–Part 3
Transhumanism, DNA, Vaccinations, the Flu Epidemic and Proactive Health
Measures:1-13-13–Part 4

Transhumanism, Vaccinations, DNA and Corrupting the Seed of Mankind-Part 1
September 27th, 2009
Transhumanism, Vaccinations, DNA and Corrupting the Seed of Mankind-Part 2
Cloning, DNA Manipulation & Corrupting The Seed & the Book of Enoch-Part 1
May 4th, 2008
Cloning, DNA Manipulation & Corrupting The Seed & the Book of Enoch-Part 2
Rees’ claims are echoed by Ray Kurzweil who last week spoke about how human
brains could be enhanced from nanobots created from DNA strands:
Our thinking then will be a hybrid of biological and non-biological thinking… We’re going
to gradually merge and enhance ourselves. In my view, that’s the nature of being
human – we transcend our limitations.
But Stephen Hawking warned against the danger of AI in an interview with the BBC in
December 2014:
The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the human race…. It
would take off on its own, and re-design itself at an ever increasing rate.… Humans,
who are limited by slow biological evolution, couldn’t compete, and would be
superseded.
http://exopolitics.org/bio-technology-hybrids-open-the-door-to-extraterrestrial-ai-robotsreplacing-humanity/
Secret Group Battling Alien Agenda to Kill 90% of Population!
This article by Preston James of VeteransToday is as accurate as you can be about
such things. He has a lot of sources in Intelligence agencies around the world. I know
from my own personal experience and the word of God that the name of Jesus
Christ will protect you from a demonic attack as he discusses.
I also know 100% that aliens are demonic entities that flee in the name of Jesus.
Many in the new age movement have been deceived to think there are “good”
aliens and “bad” aliens but that’s not true and is designed to make aliens your
false god so you go to hell where the new world order followers goes when they
die. All aliens are evil and serve Satan no matter what anybody tells you.
If Jesus wasn’t your only hope then the NWO sure wouldn’t be trying to take you
away from him! If Jesus wasn’t REAL then why do we have over 600 interviews
now where alien attacks stopped in the name of Jesus! All of these aliens have
an agenda and are liars and we’ve caught them lying about everything they’ve
told us. Be sure you watch the video that follows with Joe Jordan, a longtime
member of MUFON and former atheist that proves aliens are demonic with over
600 cases now where the name of Jesus Christ stopped alien abductions. This
proof has been banned from being shown at all the UFO conferences! This is
ironic because those at UFO conferences complain that the government covers
up the proof that aliens are real but yet the entire UFO community is covering up
the truth that aliens are demonic!
Oh and here’s one last interesting tidbit. When I loaded up this video a month ago,
it played without any problems of video distortions but now somebody at Google
has gone into this video and put distortions all over the face of Joe Jordan. This
has only happened once within the last 2 weeks! It’s almost as if Satan himself
got into this powerful video and tried to make Joe Jordan look like some weird

alien as his face is twisted all around constantly through the video now. It’s VERY
strange as you’ll see. These distortions are not on my copies and only appeared in the
last 2 weeks. Also be sure to review Ed Slade’s video. Ed worked with the fallen
angel aliens at Area 51. He did not discover these aliens were the fallen angels as
described in the Bible until near the end of his career there. Ed was killed for
spreading the truth about the aliens (after he retired) through microwave weapons that
gave him hundreds of strokes. The PTB DO NOT want you to learn the truth about
aliens so PLEASE don’t fall for Satan’s trap here. Aliens are not your buddies. They
aren’t going to come save the planet as people like David Wilcock and others in the new
age movement have told you for many years now. Pray against ALL these aliens and
ask God to take them out of the skies. You can do this in the name of Jesus Christ!
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/07/secret-group-battling-alien-agenda-to-kill90-of-population-2996076.html
Controversial stuff: http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/07/19/alien-agenda-v-worldzionists-play-russian-roulette-with-alien-ets/
Secret Files Reveal Why Aliens Mutilate Cattle
Since the late 1960′s a strange cattle
mutilation phenomenon has been plaguing
farmers and ranchers all across the globe. At
first these occurrences were thought to be the
heinous acts of cult groups and predators as
claimed by the FBI in 1979, however with the
continued up-kick in cattle mutilations these
theories have gone out the door!
In fact cattle mutilations are back with a
vengeance, and the weirdness is so high that it
literally jumps off the charts. Animals dropped
from a height, entire brains missing, no bodily fluid traces, internal organs removed, and
more bizarre findings. Something is going on, something deeper than we want to know.
The connection to these mutilations may be found inside the "YELLOW BOOK" which
says the main basis for longevity was the capacity of human cells to recuperate.
Anyone will grow old when their cells can't be restored and they start a process
of deterioration and die. The secret of longevity is the restoration of the cells.
This can be done using,
 Altered Adrenalin,
 Alterated Coradrenalin,
 Cordrazyne
All of these substances have a base of Adrenalin, which is produced in the adrenal
medulla. During the 60's scientists discovered that these drugs can be synthesized from
the medullary portion of the adrenal gland of the cattle. They need big quantities in
order to synthesize a small portion of the mentioned substances above.
The main interest to Aliens, is breeding, with humans of course. They need the
cattle’s tissues because they have the same carron cells as the human being at
Genetic levels. They can send teams and take the material they need, and it
doesn’t matter where or how much. If they need it, they just take it.

http://humansarefree.com/2014/04/secret-files-reveal-why-aliens-mutilate.html#more
Aliens Organic Robots
Evidence is beginning to mount that many of the human and animal organs from
mutilation victims are being used by an entirely different 'alien' group than the reptilianssaurians, although the saurians are apparently assisting in the construction of physicalbiological 'forms' which can be 'possessed' by an insidious group of SPIRIT or
SUPERNATURAL non- physical entities, the 'infernals'. The LEADING EDGE Magazine
for March, 1990, quoted one 'inside' source as saying that: "These beings... have a
physical presence & generate biological structures that function as containers for
them... the aliens manufacture containers for themselves... fabricate their own
bodies - using biologicals gained from humans and cattle..."
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/cosmicconflict10.htm
-----Original Message----From: Carolyn
Scott check out this ad that came in my mail today
with a Macy's sales flyer. It is for a perfume called
"Alien". Talk about in your face.

10 reasons why aliens are actually fallen angels/demons
1. Aliens of our time are an exact match to the
behavior of the demons and fallen angels
mentioned in the Bible.
2. Aliens never affirm the deity of Christ nor do
they claim to come in his name.
3. Aliens change their stories to delude man into
believing their lies.
4. Aliens are said to be so advanced, and from so
far away, yet they seem to need us for their
survival.
There are various accounts of aliens taking tissue
samples (for food and cloning?) and impregnating
women.
5. Alien abductions are stopped by invoking the
name of Jesus Christ. See: CE4 Research - Alien
Resistance
6. Aliens bring ideas that man needs to unite worldwide for a new era of
conscienceness.
This uniting involves being told to get ready for their leader (Antichrist?) and to forget
about one's religion, which will make way for a one world religion/government.
7. Aliens most often abduct & contact "New-agers" and occultists.
It is my position that these "space brothers" are not too interested in contacting
Christians, and for one obvious reason.
8. Aliens are not opposed to human worship and they deny Creator God & they
assume that role instead.
9. Aliens give man technology but usually these "advancements" are for man’s
destruction.
There are "black projects" that governments have in their budget and these projects are
usually tied to weapons of war. Much of the technology for such weaponry is said to
come from extraterrestrials.
10. Aliens emit horrible odors, such as sulfur.
Some call it the stench of Hell.
http://planoslie.hubpages.com/hub/10-reasons-why-aliens-are-actually-fallenangelsdemons

See below
From: Jayne
To: Scott Johnson
I hope you don't mind me asking, but I've never understood what a demon, or Satan is?
Satan was the highest angelic order of beings called a Cherubim in the bible. He fell
and tempted 1/3 of regular angels and they fell. The demons are most likely the
disembodied spirits of the slain Nephilim primarily from Noah's day. This is complicated,
but listen to my teachings:
Nephilim, Sons of God, Fallen Angels, Demons, Evil Spirits, Tartaros, Sons of
Seth, Daughters of Cain, Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin,
Warning & Bible Study–Part 1
Nephilim, Sons of God, Fallen Angels, Demons, Evil Spirits, Tartaros, Sons of
Seth, Daughters of Cain, Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin,
Warning & Bible Study–Part 2 September 5th, 2011 |
Cloning, DNA Manipulation & Corrupting The Seed & the Book of Enoch-Part 1
May 4th, 2008 |
Cloning, DNA Manipulation & Corrupting The Seed & the Book of Enoch-Part 2
UFO’s, Aliens, Fallen Angels, Nephilim & The Days of Noah August 19th, 2007 |
Female Angels with Wings? What about Halos? February 10th, 2008 |
Are they the 1/3 of the angels that fell? Can demons or Satan show up as a human? Or
in human form? Yes sometimes they do. I wasn't sure if you had a sermon on it. See
above Just that I'm kinda scared of them. And I just read about the seal man's final
warning with a list of things to come. The last one really made me nervous about a
legion of demons are on their way now, traveling at a high rate of speed.....would they
look like people or animals? They would most likely look like evil creatures. Through
the Lord Jesus Christ we can engage these things & defeat them. See:
My Testimony and Supernatural Experiences-Part 1 September 13th, 2009 |
My Testimony and Supernatural Experiences-Part 2
++ ++ Sleeping giants in stasis chambers ready to awaken whistleblower claims
Matthew 24:38 & Luke 17:26 say: “And as it was in the days of Noe (or Noah), so
shall it be also in the days of the Son of man.’.
Written by Dr Michael Salla on August 5, 2015--In the latest Cosmic Disclosure episode
, Corey Goode makes some startling claims about sleeping giants located in stasis
chambers hidden all around the world. He says that during his down-time in secret
space program assignments (1987-2007) he would review information on “smart
glass pads.” The pads were a Wikipedia-like repository of information that
personnel in the secret space programs could access about various aspects of
ancient Earth history, extraterrestrial life, advanced technologies, etc. Goode
described seeing information about giants that once lived on Earth, now sleeping in
stasis chambers.

Goode described stasis
chambers as being originally
built by an “Ancient Builder
Race”; and that these stasis
chambers perfectly preserved
the giants inside them & had
been found all over the world.
According to Goode, the smart
glass pads revealed that
Abraham Lincoln had seen
one of the stasis chamber
giants in one of the ancient
mounds found across the
United States. This is
supported by Lincoln himself
who said: The eyes of that
species of extinct giants, whose bones fill the mounds of America, have gazed on
Niagara, as ours do now.
In support of his remarkable claims, Goode discussed two youtube videos which he
had earlier shared with the host, David Wilcock. Goode said he believed they were
examples of sleeping giants that had distinctive red hair and white skin. The videos
were released on Youtube and are in the Russian language. In the first video (below)
Goode believes the stasis giant has died due to human interference.
In the next video, Goode believes the stasis giant is still alive (see picture above).
The videos show what appear to be perfectly preserved bodies lying in sarcophagi of
some kind. There is no sign of advanced technology other than jewelry placed around
the sarcophagi and on the bodies. How credible are Goode’s claims?
The two videos cited by Goode have been subjected to much internet discussion. One
of the videos dates to a discovery in 2008 following excavations for a building in
the Kurdistan region of Iran. A google translation of a Russian article about the
discovery follows:
According to data obtained, photos show the found sarcophagus and find in it the body
of an ancient magician. Detection time — Spring 2008. The displacement of the ground
tomb came to light when the cultural layers (of the remnants of the ancient city) were
excavated. To watch go to: https://vk.com/wall10894398_662
A poster on a discussion forum was able to find a Russian article that discussed the
discovery of the bodies in the videos released by Goode. The article gave a revised
estimate for the age of the sarcophagus:
In the territory of Iran (formerly Persia…) … The above-mentioned artifacts were
discovered by accident, when building a house. The builders found an
underground mausoleum thousands of years ago, with three sarcophagi. (later
corrected to be about 850 years old)
The name of the ancient magician or magi was “Jaromir” who was said to be
“biologically active” – i.e., in some kind of dormant/stasis state. Ancient manuscripts
and an ancient map of Russia were also found in the sarcophagus.

The first of the preserved and/or sleeping bodies does not, however, appear to be a
giant in comparison to the human hand in the video. It is hard to estimate size of the
being in the second video. The data used for the videos is said to be reliable, if so, then
they are stunning evidence that ancient stasis chamber technology exists, that can and
does preserve bodies for extremely long periods of time, just as Goode claimed. There
is extensive evidence for the skeletal remains of giants being found around the world,
as well as references in the Old Testament. So it’s possible that some giants did make it
to secret stasis chambers hidden around the world as Goode claims.
As to the question of why giants or other humans would allow themselves to be put into
stasis, centuries or millennia ago, to awaken in our age, Goode claims the answer may
lie in cosmic energies that our solar system is increasingly encountering. This is –
something he claims secret space programs have been closely monitoring.
Play to 24:20 & 25:18 till the end: http://www.gaiamtv.com/video/sleeping-giants#/
http://exopolitics.org/sleeping-giants-in-stasis-chambers-ready-to-awakenwhistleblower-claims/
++ Show Cancelled, You Won’t Believe What It Reveals About September and
CERN! Creepy Coincidence You Have to See To Believe!
Back in 2013, the television show “Rewind” was
scheduled to air on the SyFy Channel however due to
reasons not disclosed, the show never aired past the
first episode despite the fact that the pilot was a huge
success.
Years later, we may have discovered the reason why
SyFy pulled the series from this extremely
controversial show and you won’t believe some of the
things that were discovered.
In the video below youtuber, C.Ervana, delves into the
pilot of the movie and uncovers some “coincidental”
details found linking it to the highly discussed month
of September. Not only that but she further describes
how the movie reveals the opening of CERN on
September 23rd—which just so happens to be the
“Day of Atonement” on the Jewish calendar. Here is
the breaking report and trust me! It’s well worth the 9 minutes!
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ibal2r37pvg
When is CERN Scheduled to “Open the Door”? Answer—September
When is the United Nations Meeting? Answer—September 25th-27th and on the
26th they will be hosting the “International Day for the Total Elimination of
Nuclear Weapons” A “world peace” gathering.
Is it all just one big fat coincidence? Or are we really being given signs about
something coming in the month of September?
From: Julie
Subject: Re: Listener Asteroid Question

My concern is that they will fake something. Perhaps drop something near the
Atlantic to cause a wave and I live in FL, pretend and say it was a piece of an
asteroid. Thinking logically, it doesn't make sense that they would want to
destroy FL, it will be useful for them in so many ways.
I just have to pray. The LORD can always stop their plans, as I hear you say so
many times.
---------------------------------------Scott Johnson’s Response: Oh yes I agree. That is a one reason I moved out of
FL 5 years ago. I had visited an Army colonel in the mountains of NC about 7
years ago (when I still lived in FL) and he begged me to get out of FL for that very
reason. He told me they had nukes off the coast in the Atlantic deep water and at
the appointed time they would detonate them causing a huge tsunami that would
roll right over FL. Also that is just one scenario that could cause this. See:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=canary+islands+tsunami&spfrel
oad=10
Here be dragons: Creature lands at Seattle building site
August 24, 2015--The Seattle Times) By Andie
Waterman -- A fire-breathing dragon landed in Seattle
at a busy South Lake Union construction site on
Monday, but it didn’t fly in on its own power.
A crane from construction firm Lease Crutcher Lewis
brought the 12-foot-tall, 2-ton sculpture to rest at 300
Boren Ave. N., the site of a future Amazon.com
building.
“It’s an ancient symbol, the dragon, and it goes as far
back as roots can go in the origin of man,” said the
sculptor, Marcus Devine, of Toledo, Lewis County, who
creates dragons out of copper, iron, steel and scrap
metal.
The steel dragon is attached to the top of a bigger
sculpture by Devine, and its levitation above the
construction site was the brainchild of construction
superintendent Ron McDonell, who collects Devine’s
dragons in addition to Harley-Davidsons and hot rods.
For the artist, the sculpture portends many things. But then again, he said, it just means
one thing.
“It’s all about the world coming together,” he said of the piece, which he’s calling “Global
Presence.” It recalls a design out of a Galileo sketchbook: a female dragon perches
menacingly on an egg-shaped steel ring which contains a steel globe, out of which a
baby dragon is hatching somewhere in the middle of the Pacific.
It’s also equipped with copper wires that can be hooked up to a propane tank to breathe
fire through the nostrils, and can project a multicolored “kaleidoscope” of the various
continents from the globe in the dark. It can also turn on its circular platform.

The fearsome look of the female, who represents mother nature, doesn’t have to be a
negative sign, said Devine — she’s just “prodding” humanity to progress and adapt to
natural change.
++ Reptilian Controversy
Leading Illuminati author Fritz Springmeier is quoted saying: “The subject of
reptillian humanoids has been here long before people like David Icke came on
the world scene. Mythology all around the world from numerous isolated groups,
as well as sophisticated ancient peoples like the Greeks, Persians, Chinese and
Hindus have all believed in reptilian humanoids, and the Bible refers to Satan and
his demons in reptilian terms.”
Gen 6:4: “There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when
the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to
them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.” The
Hebrew word which is translated, "giants" is "Nephilim", which can also mean:
"The fallen ones". Jude describes them as "angels, having left their first estate".
These fallen angels came to earth for their own purposes & to corrupt the seed of
humanity and ultimately destroy the human civilization so as to
negate the Biblical statement made below by God himself.
Genesis 3:14-15: "And the LORD God said unto the serpent, Because thou hast
done this, thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field;
upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life: And I
will put enmity between thee and the
woman, and between thy seed and her
seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou
shalt bruise his heel."
He continues: “Something powerful and
evil is behind these legends and
Scriptures. If we are trying to get to the
bottom of evil, we will have to face the
influence of non-human intelligences on
humanity throughout history.”
<< In a Beyonce music video her eyes
change from normal pupils into slits like
a reptile for a moment.
<< Rihanna’s Eyes Change from Normal
Pupils to Reptilian Slit Pupils in her
Music Video
Rihanna’s eyes do the same in a couple
videos, such as in “Who’s That Chick?”
In the commercials for the new free
online TV viewing site, Hulu stars, such
as Dennis Leary and Alec Baldwin claim they are aliens and then are shown
shape-shifting with reptilian body parts. Are they pawns for the leaders who want
to make light of the alien situation to create disinformation and discredit people

trying to expose it? It is
quite a amazing that when
they claim to be aliens,
they show reptilian body
parts.
To see more images go to:
http://beforeitsnews.com/b
eyondscience/2013/03/exclusivereptilian-aliens-illuminaticelebrities-2441274.html
-----------------------------------++ Whenever possible
view all these videos in full screen and HD (High Definition)
REPTILIAN MILEY CYRUS BLINKING SIDEWAYS EXPOSED HD!
Watch in HD: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHjbK1cGyGs
--------------------KATY PERRY'S AMAZING LIZARD EYES MORPH HD!
Katy Perry is a confirmed Reptilian Shapeshifter Hybrid... Watch now...

^^Katy Perry with Reptilian eyes in her
ET music video and many more
Warning Inappropriate Language:
Lyrics: "E.T."
You're so hypnotizing Could you be the
devil? Could you be an angel?
…They say, be afraid You're not like the others Futuristic lover Different DNA
They don't understand you
You're from a whole 'nother world A different dimension You open my eyes And
I'm ready to go Lead me into the light
Kiss me…me Infect me with your love and Fill me with your poison
Take me, ta-ta-take me Wanna be a victim Ready for abduction
Boy, you're an alien Your touch so foreign It's supernatural Extraterrestrial…
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings on Katy Perry:
End Time Current Events: 4-18-11–Part 1
Table of Contents:
 …Katy Perry: Promoting Intercourse with “Aliens”–The indoctrination of
the youth to the coming great deception
End Time Current Events: 2-2-14 — Part 2
Table of Contents:



Katy Perry: Illuminati Priestess Conducts Witchcraft Ceremony In Front Of
The Entire World…
End Time Current Events: 2-1-15 — Part 1
Table of Contents:
• …Katy Perry: 2015 Super Bowl Illuminati Half-Time Ritual Pr-Show EXPOSED!
---------------------Niki Minaj Shapeshifting Compilation
Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiFrQA75crQ

---------------------Decoys II

Anonymous Rex..

Lord of the rings

Rosemary's Baby

Xmen

The Cape

Amazing Nazi Reptilian Footage
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Y0lioM1cOtI
This is the link to the CNN video where George Herbert Walker Bush's eyes
clearly are shifting into a reptilian shape during an interview with Larry King. Now
watch a close up:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94dtQFUvN38 &
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwKcjRD1DNE &
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9rpjVvnSJ0
Proof Reptilian Shape-Shifting Eyes
This is dramatic--Reptilian Eyes--msnbc.com--Bush says Congress must act on
bailout plan—Watch:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21134540/vp/26955103#26955103
Now watch: Proof Reptilian Shape-Shifting Eyes- Skin Morphing-Original
Footage-Watch in High Definition
-------------------------------ABC Series 'V': Invading, Fascist Lizards Arrive With
'Universal Health Care' and 'Message of Hope' –
By Lori Price 04 Nov 2009--ABC Network Portrays
Aliens, Hell-bent on Destroying Planet Earth, as the
Obama Administration The ABC television network has
brought back the science fiction series, 'V,' in a remake of
the 1980's classic by the same name... In the remake pilot
of V, which aired on November 3, 2009, the leader of the
aliens grants an exclusive interview to a conciliating,
Fox News-style reporter, Chad Decker, who consents
to the alien leader's constriction: 'We can't be seen in
a negative light.' in order to get the interview and get
other exclusive announcements from the Visitors'
leadership. During the interview, interspersed with
scenes from a meeting of a resistance movement, Anna,

the Visitor's leader, announces that the Visitors are going to open medical clinics
all over the country, as a gift to humanity. The interviewer actually asks, 'Oh, do
you mean like universal health care?' And Anna, the scourge of mankind, replies,
'Yes, I believe that is what your people call it.' The implication by the ABC producers
of 'V': An alien lizard fascist, trying to take control of earth and who must be
destroyed at any cost, will provide universal health care as a cover to control all
earthlings and to take over the planet.
Moreover, the alien Visitors frequently talk about the importance of *hope* and
how change does not come easy. There are numerous analogies of the Visitors to
the Obama Administration, peppered throughout the pilot. The Visitors assert:
We stand ready to serve…To help Earth become a better place. To be agents for a
new dawn for mankind and our world. Embracing change is never easy.
--------------------------------Rudolph GHOULiani's Shapeshifting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Epzq7iP6Tb4
--------------------------------TEL-EVIL-SION: REPTILIANS EXPOSED (Parts 1-20)
++ Warning profanity, ungodly music, partial nudity and one scene with full
frontal nudity but this is probably the most comprehensive look at this subject of
any of the videos on Youtube
http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=7CAA8C8DD00AE50E
--------------------------------They Live
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stuUsi-JEb4
--------------------------------UFO Area 51 - The Alien Interview 01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNtg7M4nqt4
--------------------------------Area 51 Radio Chat On the night this tape was made, Art Bell had asked workers
of Area 51 to phone in and talk about Area 51. He may have got more than he
bargained for. Play: listen to mp3
++ From: James
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: Listener Comment Nephilim
I am blown away. I am speechless. My faith has been increased. Praise God thank
you Lord Jesus. I want to say thank you for sending me those two documents about
Nephilim world leaders. It was insane watching the eyes and skin change. I looked at
some of the comments that people made below to excuse this all away.
Seeing the slits in the eyes was crazy and so was the skin changing. I have never
seen this before. I have heard about it. However the name David Ike is always
mentioned so I never further examined it. Have you ever seen people have slits in
their eyes and change when watching TV??
My brother after watching the videos and reading the documents that you sent me I just
have to say this. You have the smoking gun on this topic. This information that you
have all I can say is you must do a teaching to release this! Be sure once you release

this people will send you hate mail that I am sure you are used to. However there
will be people that will break fellowship with you. You will be seen as insane and
a nut.
Let the ignorant be ignorant. If people want their cool aide let them get it
somewhere else. The hour is late and the Nephilim are all around us!
Scott Johnson’s Reply: James: I have seen this dozens and dozens of times on
TV. For a long time (on that Reptilian attachment I sent you) I posted a video of
close-up interview of John McCain with full slits (in HD) in CNN. It was in their
archive for a long time and they finally took it down so I can't direct that to you
anymore. Years ago I was asking the Lord a lot about this it seemed like every
time I turned on the TV (which I don't have any more) I saw these reptilian eye
slits in people. I posted some pertinent info below in that attachment I sent you
as I just reread it:
What can also force a shift is by thinking sublime spiritual thoughts in their presence,
usually thinking of Jesus Christ or Father God. This energy flows from you like light from
a candle, also radiating spiritual heat, as does a candle. If they are close by, this causes
them to cough at first, then the stages of shifting starts.
A thousand times I’ve walked into a store or wherever and like a hive mind, they
all turn at once, contempt or a smirk moving over their face. “It’s him…” You’ll
have to get used to that. You’ll have to get used to being hated for seeing the
truth of things. THEY WILL HATE YOU FOR IT. You become their worst enemy.
You’ll be attacked both verbally and physically in public, as I have been countless
times over the years (as long-time readers know full well.) You have to be strong.
Ask for divine assistance and when you need it most, it will be there.
If you are one of those people who are able to see or are starting to see, it’s because
you can handle the reality. So handle it and move forward. Tough words, I know, but
you have to get strong inside and get your act together within yourself ASAP…
God bless you!
Scott
Breaking!!! Ascended Masters First Contact Update: "We Shall Appear To
Millions, Even Billions Of People Around The Planet"
Ascended Master: “Lady Nada”, “Ashira”
channeled by Dr. Susan Sammarco
(Note: these messages were given during
our weekly Prepare For Change group in
Glendale, AZ on August 9, 2015)
“Lady Nada”
I am “Lady Nada”. It was important to bring
this experience to you today. It is important
because it is time. The energies have shifted.
The energies are coming. The energies are
here. Many of you have experienced the
“opportunities” of becoming adjusted to the
new energies.
Many things have been “promised” over the next couple of months. What I wanted to

come today to do was to share. Share on behalf of my Beloved, Sananda, and myself
and the Ascended Master’s from around the world who are ever so close to you now.
So many upon the planet are listening to our words.
Comment: Regarding Sananda Immanuel Or the Master Jesus A New Age Site
Reads: Sananda Immanuel plays the role of "Jesus" in the astral realm and near death
experiences. He's the one Michaelangelo painted a portrait of, that the churches
then accepted as the picture of "Jesus." Most churches today have pictures of this
Sananda hanging in them somewhere. Most believers correlate the picture of Jesus that
they see as the real Jesus when it is really this Sananda Immanuel who will come to
earth playing Jesus, the Son of God. A very good deception. The church was
groomed for hundreds of years for this one.
Listen: Deception Afoot: Maitreya & ‘Master Jesus’
Comment: Please be careful with any “Jesus” images. These images were first
portrayed to the masses (hundreds of years ago) by the Catholic Church, and is
now also promoted by New Age movement as well. Now this Jesus is always
portrayed with long hair and many times a halo (AKA Pagan Egyptian Sun Disk)
over his head.
Also this "Jesus" doesn't line up with the Word of God:
Isaiah 53:1 Who hath believed our report? and to whom is the arm of the LORD
revealed?
Isaiah 53:2 For he shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a root out of
a dry ground: he hath no form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him, there
is no beauty that we should desire him.
++ In other words Jesus Christ was not outwardly/physically handsome like all
the pictures (see the one on the right) portray him. The word “comeliness” above
is translated 4 times in the Old Testament as: beauty
Also:
Doth not even nature itself teach you, that, if a man have long hair, it is a
1Cr 11:14
shame unto him?
Back to the new age channeling:
We come to describe to you what is to occur moments after the “Event”. Part of
the excitement we come to share is that we shall appear to millions upon millions
even billions of people upon the planet. You will see and experience what you
choose to see and experience. We will be experienced by the billions in very
individual ways.
If you believe in Mohammed, you will see Mohammed. If you believe in Buddha,
you shall see Buddha. If you believe in Jesus, you shall see the Master Jesus
return. If you have no awareness of Lady Nada, I will not be visiting at that
moment. The celestial skies will be filled with the multi-dimensional selves that
you have come to understand for yourselves as well as for all of us.
We have chosen to come in different personalities and to bring messages across
the world…those things such as the similarity in messages that are being
brought are a sign of the times. The similarity in messages is presented in
different languages around the world. The messages that are from different
Masters and through different channels are similar.

There are so many beautiful things that are occurring now at this moment. We have
talked before of the water that is appearing in different parts of the world. We have
talked about the food that has appeared in deserts and in places where people have not
received food in a very long time. That veil that you have talked about and we have
talked about has thinned to the point where miracles DO happen!
And those who are maybe not awake in the way you are awake or aware of those
things of which you are aware of but those who are (for instance) clinging to
tribal customs, are seeing miracles. The veil, the curtain is all but gone. As that
has fallen there have been so many things that are occurring.
The energy wave that you look for in the future, you do not have to wait for that because
the energy is here at this time. Yes, the “Event”, the “Wave”, the “Tsunami” whatever
you would call it, it shall be here.
Yes. These energies are going into people’s minds and bodies and are affecting
their spirits. These energies that have come in for transformation have caused (in
a number of people) a variety of the “flight or fight” syndrome symptoms. We
spoke of this many months ago to this group to describe many of the emotions
people were feeling.
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2015/08/breaking-et-first-contact-update-we-shallappear-to-millions-even-billions-of-people-around-the-planet-3198902.html
-----Original Message----From: Ann
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2015 3:53 PM
To: av161177777
Subject: Dr. Cindy Trimm, Slain in the Spirit and Ashtar
A Must Watch Dr. J!!!! Though I do not believe in women preaching, but you gotta take
a look at this she devil.
When the clip reached the 2 minute and 42 second point, my book “the Fake Jesus”
was conceived, for it was at that exact moment that I heard Dr. Trimm “declare,” I
THANK YOU FATHER THAT THE SPIRIT OF THE ASHTAR HAS FALLEN UPON
THE PEOPLE, as the people were falling slain in the spirit like ocean waves
across the entire building where the congregation was assembled.
http://pamsheppardpublishing.com/2012/01/10/dr-cindy-trimm-slain-in-the-spirit-andashtar/
Scott Johnson Response: Yes I have mentioned Ashtar before in my teachings:

lord Ashtar
Lucifer-Satan also plays the role of lord Ashtar, Chief of
the Ashtar Council AKA the Illuminati Council.

lord Ashtar and the
Ashtar Command, are
also known as THE
GALACTIC
COMMAND,
COMMAND OF THE
EXTRATERRESTRIAL
FORCES OF THE INTERGALACTIC
CONFEDERATION

The HEXagram & the Mark of the Beast
Many believe the six-pointed star/HEXagram is a Jewish/Christian symbol but nothing
could be further from the truth as it is one of the highest most wicked of all occult
symbols. The six-pointed star/HEXagram is a curse mark no matter what name it may
have: Star of David, Solomon's Seal, Double Triangle, Shield of David, etc. When an
occult practitioner puts a curse on someone, he uses the HEXagram. "Brethren, my
heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel is, that they might be saved. For I bear them
record, that they have a zeal for God, but not according to knowledge." (Rom 10:1-2) It
is not my goal to condemn the Jewish people, but to condemn the six-pointed star, a
curse symbol. The hexagram star was mentioned and condemned by the God of Israel
in Amos 5:26 and it was called by Him, `the star of your god, Moloch' or otherwise called
`Chiun'. Reference was also made to the Israelites having it in the wilderness in Acts
7:43 by Stephen. Here it was called the Star of Remphan. All these names refer to the
`god' Saturn. Now, the name SATURN in Chaldee is pronounced Satur; but, as every

Chaldee scholar knows, consists only of four letters, thus - Stur [ed. Star?]. This name
contains exactly the Apocalyptic number.' (Hislop, p. 269)
S = 060 T = 400 U = 006 R = 200: = 666 Now Saturn is also the sixth Planet from
the Sun, has six letters and Saturn is associated with Satan which has a very similar
spelling.
The HEXagram, the Mark of the Beast & the Hebrew Roots Connection-Part 1
September 23rd, 2007 |
The HEXagram & the Mark of the Beast & the Hebrew Roots Connection-Part 2
September 23rd, 2007 |
Jos 13:12 All the kingdom of Og in
Bashan, which reigned in
Ashtaroth and in Edrei, who
remained of the remnant of the
giants: for these did Moses smite,
and cast them out.
Jdg 10:6 And the children of Israel
did evil again in the sight of the
LORD, and served Baalim, and
Ashtaroth, and the gods of Syria,
and the gods of Zidon, and the
gods of Moab, and the gods of the
children of Ammon, and the gods
of the Philistines, and forsook the LORD, and served not him.
------------------------------------------------Lexicon :: Strong's H6252 - `Ashtarowth
Outline of Biblical Usage
1. Ashtaroth or Astaroth = "star"
1. false goddesses in the Canaanite religion, usually related to fertility cult
2. a city in Bashan east of the Jordan given to Manasseh
KJV Translation Count — Total: 12x The KJV translates Strongs H6252 in the following
manner: Ashtaroth (11x), Astaroth (1x).
--------------------------------<<Astaroth's seal (according to The Lesser Key of
Solomon)
Astaroth (also Ashtaroth, Astarot and Asteroth), in
demonology, is a Crowned Prince of Hell. He is a male
figure named after the Canaanite goddess Ashtoreth.
Background
The name Astaroth was ultimately derived from that of
2nd millennium BC Phoenician goddess Astarte,[1] an
equivalent of the Babylonian Ishtar, and the earlier
Sumerian Inanna.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astaroth
-----------------------------

Lady WHO WAS BORN INTO THE ILLUMINATI SHARES SHOCKING SECRETS
Play around 17:40-21:33: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwbcrQLHjF0
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 1 December 2nd, 2007
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 2
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 3
‘Lord Maitreya’ the Antichrist?-Part 4
In this teaching will be will be taking a shocking, in-depth look at ‘lord Maitreya’
AKA ‘Devil Betraya’ to see what part he & his ‘Ascended Masters’ will most likely
play in the endtime deception the Bible so clearly predicts. For a preview to this
teaching I have posted the following lies from the UN supported SHARE
INTERNATIONAL ( http://www.shareintl.org/ ) WHO IS MAITREYA?: ‘He has been
expected for generations by all of the major religions. Christians know Him as the
Christ, and expect His imminent return. Jews await Him as the Messiah; Hindus
look for the coming of Krishna; Buddhists expect Him as Maitreya Buddha; and
Muslims anticipate the Imam Mahdi or Messiah. In recent years, information about
Maitreya’s emergence has come primarily from Benjamin Creme, a British artist
and author who has been speaking and writing about this event since 1974. Since
1988 Maitreya has appeared miraculously throughout the world, mainly to
orthodox religious groups, presenting in the simplest terms the great spiritual
laws governing our lives. And, through steadily increasing signs and spiritual
manifestations, now widely reported in the media, he is preparing them for His
imminent appearance: The Day of Declaration in which Maitreya will demonstrate
His true identity, the international television networks will be linked together, and
Maitreya will be invited to speak to the world. We will see His face on television,
but each of us will hear His words telepathically in our own language as Maitreya
simultaneously impresses the minds of all humanity. At the same time, hundreds
of thousands of spontaneous healings will take place throughout the world.’
---------------------------Deception Afoot: Maitreya & ‘Master Jesus’ AKA: Esu Immanuel Sananda-Part 1
February 1st, 2009 |
Deception Afoot: Maitreya & ‘Master Jesus’ AKA: Esu Immanuel Sananda-Part 2
Deception Afoot: Maitreya & ‘Master Jesus’ AKA: Esu Immanuel Sananda-Part 3
Share International is now advertising Maitreya’s emergence on the The History
Channel, Rush Limbaugh, Nancy Grace, Anderson Cooper 360 & the Wall Street
Journal. Maitreya seems to have a strangely similar “share and save the world”
agenda to that of Purpose Driven Pastor Rick Warren with his Global P.E.A.C.E.
Plan and also President-elect Barack Obama with his Global Poverty Act and
Universal Service Plan – men who apparently have no aversion to working with
any or all of the world religions or non-religions to “save the planet”.
Share International says Maitreya is coming with the satanic couterfiet “Master
Jesus”: “In collaboration with…& Maitreya, the Master Jesus is deeply interested
in unifying the religious thought of East and West. According to the Plan, this will
lead to the One Universal Church, uniting all peoples into the One Humanity…It is
forecast that the Master Jesus will yet occupy the chair of the Pope of Rome, and
that from that seat he will then be able to re-inspire and re-orient the whole field

of Christian religion, diverting it from its present political and temporal trends,
towards a more spiritual approach.” “Could you explain the relationship between
the disciple Jesus and Maitreya the Christ?” “By the occult process of
overshadowing, the Christ, Maitreya, took over and worked through the body of
Jesus from the Baptism onwards.”
------------------------Mars, Lord Maitreya, The Ascended Masters & Strong Delusion
April 29th, 2007

